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Lemmo Law

Road Justice
Starts Here

HOW TORT REFORM AND CHANGES
IN THE “SERIOUS INJURY” LAW
AFFECT THE RIGHTS OF THOSE
INJURED IN MOTOR VEHICLE
ACCIDENTS

HOW TO DECIDE WHICH LAWYER IS BEST FOR YOUR INJURY
CASE

One reason I became a lawyer to help injured victims who didn’t know their rights when they

were harmed. We are bombarded by lawyer’s advertisements both on radio, TV or in the

Yellow Pages. I find that bigger is not necessarily better. Surprising as it may seem the firms

with the biggest offices may not be the best fit for your case. I suggest that before you sign a

retainer you need to meet and interview the lawyer to see if he or she is the right attorney for

you. You should ask the lawyer that you are considering retaining some very important

questions. First, how manycases similar to mine have you handled? Second, are you going to

be the attorney handling my case in court should it come to a trial? Third, what is your

experience and success rate? While an attorney cannot predict the outcome of a personal injury

lawsuit their experience and knowledge usually gives you the best chance of a recovery. It is

particularly important for you to select the right attorney since studies have shown the chances

of a plaintiff recovering money in a personal injury trial are lower than they were ten years ago.
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THE CALL FOR “TORT REFORM” IS UNFOUNDED AND
COULD PREJUDICE THE JURY IN YOUR PERSONAL INJURY
CASE

Part of the problem is that the public has been bombarded by the conservative factions of our

country callingfor “tort reform”. Tort reformer advocates blame the prospect of malpractice

suits for the proliferation of “defensive medicine” and thus higher health-care costs in

general. Doctors, they argue, prescribe costly tests that patients don’t need in order to protect

themselves against suits. However, extensive research -- including some done bythe Robert

Wood Johnson Foundation, the Congressional Budget Office and the Government

Accountability Office -- has shown that tort reform has had no influence on health-care costs.

THE SERIOUS INJURY THRESHOLD – WHAT INJURIES
QUALIFY YOUTO OBTAIN A RECOVERY IN THE STATE OF NEW
YORK UNDER INSURANCE LAW 5102(d)

The problem with the Insurance law section 5102(d) is the difficulty defining “serious injury.” It is
notunderstandable to the average client and too many attorneys. The statute defines “ serious injury”
as:

1. A personal injury that results in death;
2. Dismemberment;
3. A significant disfigurement;
4. A fracture;
5. The loss of a fetus;
6. Permanent loss of use of a body organ, member, function or system;
7. Permanent consequential limitation of use of a body organ or member;
8. Significant limitation of use of a body function or system; or
9. A medically determined injury or impairment of a non- permanent nature which prevents the

injuredperson from performing substantially all of the material acts which constitute such

person’s usual and customary daily activities for not less than ninety days during the one

hundred eighty days immediately following the occurrence of the injury or impairment.

To the average car accident victim, there is confusion in interpreting the legal definition of what is a
“significant limitation” or “consequential limitation.” This is one reason why hiring the proper
lawyer to represent you is crucial to your case.

Under the definition of a “serious injury”, a fracture qualifies as serious injury because you could
see it onan x-ray. You can’t see torn meniscus of the knee on an x- ray but a qualified orthopedist
or radiologist may be able to see it on an MRI of the knee. You cannot see a herniated disc on an x-
ray, but a radiologist may be able to see it on an MRI or perhaps a CT scan of your spine. An MRI
and CT scan are objective tests commonly ordered by treating neurologists or orthopedists to find
out the cause or diagnosis when a patient has a radiculopathy that does not get better from
treatment. A radiculopathy is a fancy word that means that a nerve impingement from a herniated or
bulging disc is causing numbness or tingling down your neck or back into your extremities. Your
treating doctor or specialist must order the proper tests to objectively qualify and quantify your
injury as a “serious injury”. Courts have even demanded in certain cases an injured claimant have
“contemporaneous”, “objective” and “quantifiable” evidence of injury.
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So what does this all mean to you? I believe it means is that if injured car accident victim goes to
litigation- savvy doctors after an accident, they may get well-written reports that document with
precision the range of motion losses they might be suffering from and overcome this legal threshold
of a “serious injury” requirement of the law. Many doctors will quantify the impairments, writing for
instance, that the patient has 45 degrees range of motion in a body movement when 120 degrees is
normal.

But for many injured people, it is actually impossible to quantify the loss right after an accident
because the mere act of testing is too painful and they can’t move the injured spine or shoulder or
body part or they don’t go to the doctor or hospital right away.

If the treating doctor doesn’t write reports in the exacting manner the Court’s require, the Court
will simply take the case away from the jury and may dismiss it pre-trial. So it is important to go
to the doctor or hospital soon after an accident. Have your doctor examine you and perform the
necessary tests whether they are x-rays, MRI’s or CT scans, and treatment. By having the
necessary documentation on loss of motion the requirements of the “serious injury law” may be
met. Unfortunately being hurt in an accident that is not your fault is just not enough to recover
money anymore.

One of the lead cases in this area of “serious injury” is Licari v. Elliot, 57N.Y.2d 230. The Court in
Licari, stated that the trial court should decide the question of whether the evidence warrants a jury
finding that the injury falls within the class of injuries that qualify as a “serious injury”.

The cases law also defines terms of what is a “significant limitation of use of a body function or
system”. In Scheer v. Koubek, 70 N.Y.2d 678, 518 N.Y.S.2d 788 (1987), the Court of Appeals held
that amild soft tissue injury from an auto accident with no restriction of plaintiff’s mobility is
clearly insufficient to make out plaintiff’s prima facie case of “serious injury” under Insurance Law
§5102. Similarly, the Courts have held that a plaintiff’s mere subjective complaints of pain are
entirely insufficient to meet the definition of a serious injury under the law.

Summary:

At Edward A. Lemmo Esq. P.C. and Lemmo Law we believe that it is important for you to retain an
attorney who is familiar with the “serious injury” law and is skilled at defeating motions for
summary judgment by the insurance company lawyers. We are here to explain to your rights and
whether your injuries following an auto accident may qualify under the “serious injury” law in order
for you to have a chance of being awarded money damages by a jury. At Lemmo Law we believe
that you have the right to know about the law of “serious injury” and how it may affect your rights
or whether you qualify to receive a money award for your injuries.

Call for free consultation

EDWARD A. LEMMO ATTORNEY

OF COUNSEL OFFICES LOCATED

IN MANHATTAN at 19 West 74th

Street, New York , NY, 18 East

48thStreet ; other convenient

locations in Manhattan and

Bronx, NY

Disclaimer: Past Results to not guarantee future success. This publication is intended to educate the general public about personal
injury cases .It is for information purposes only and is not intended to be legal advice or an all-inclusive treatise on the law. Prior to
acting on any information you should retain competent counsel of your choice.
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